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Abstract
The main objective of the meteotsunami research and warning network and MESSI project is to build
a reliable prototype of a meteotsunami warning system. The system is based on real-time measurements,
operational atmosphere and ocean modeling and real time decision-making process. The important part of
the project and warning system is data visualization of model results and real-time measurements.
Main issues in spatial visualisation of model results are the transformation of limited-area Lambert
projection grid to Mercator projection in case of ALADIN Numerical Weather Prediction Model. Another
problem to be solved is the visualization of regular gridded scalar values in Google maps API v3 environment
(using JavaScript). All data types (layers) also have a time component, synchronized and dynamically loaded
using AJAX and JSON. This paper describes web GIS part of the visualization process as a combination of
server- side dynamic page with client side JavaScript as a spatial interpolation and visualization tool.
Key words: Google Maps, JavaScript, web GIS, numerical models, real-time stations
Introduction
In the frame of the Messi project (http://www.izor.hr/messi) one of the tools to manage
meteotsunamis is Aladin numerical model. This model is commonly used in meteorology, and it runs
every six hours for next 72 hours forecast. Model resolution is 8 km (regular 8 km grid) in Lambert
projection and parameters are Air temperature at 850 hPa, Air pressure at sea level and Wind speed and
direction at 500 hPa. That is a big amount of geocoded data. To understand and present that data we need
to develop efficient ways of data visualizations.
Model results visualizations
Each scene from Aladin model contains 46945 regular grid points and 25 scenes for each run (every 3
hours from time zero up to time plus 72 hours). There are 4 runs in one day: that means that we have
46945*25*4 4.694.500 rows every day. For one month (30 days) that means 140.835.000 rows. For such
big amount of data, we need efficient visualization. One of the possible solutions is to create for each scene
and each parameter georeferenced image with spatially interpolated fields. This solution has some big
problems: the creation of image big enough for various zoom levels demands serious server time. Also,
this image is not interactive, and the user cannot extract original values for each grid point. So we choose
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to use Google map API based on JavaScript and AJAX calls for data retrieval in JSON format. This approach
is client based, so there is no need for additional server resources, and also it is interactive. Time needed
for scene creation can be decreased using lower resolution fields for wider zoom, and for more precise
zoom, native resolution for map bounds visible in the browser.
Model grid
The model grid contains equidistant points in Lambert conformal conic (LCC) projection. Model
domain covers the majority of central-south Europe from Belgium to Greece.

Fig. 1. Model domain in LCC projection. Source: Main characteristics of ALADIN/HIRLAM operational Domains

To visualize model result it was needed to define a quadratic area for each point. The projection used
by Google maps is Mercator. With the change of projection, grid become distorted and quadrants do not
cover all area, but for accurate data for each point, such transformation is necessary.
SQL code for calculating squares:
declare
cursor c is select no, llat,llong,flag
from hr88_coord;
lllat1 number; lllat2 number; lllong1 number; lllong2 number;
begin
delete from HR88_COORD_RECT_FULL;
commit;
for a in c loop
begin select max(llat) into lllat1 from hr88_coord where llat<a.llat and
a.llong)<0.05;
exception when others then lllat1:=a.llat; end;
begin select min(llat) into lllat2 from hr88_coord where llat>a.llat and
a.llong)<0.05;
exception when others then lllat2:=a.llat; end;

abs(llong-

abs(llong-

begin select max(llong) into lllong1 from hr88_coord where llong<a.llong and abs(llata.llat)<0.05;
exception when others then lllong1:=a.llat; end;
begin select min(llong) into lllong2 from hr88_coord where llong>a.llong
a.llat)<0.05;
exception when others then lllong2:=a.llat; end;
lllat1:=a.llat-((a.llat-lllat1)/2);--middle between neighbours
lllat2:=a.llat+((lllat2-a.llat)/2);
lllong1:=a.llong-((a.llong-lllong1)/2);
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lllong2:=a.llong+((lllong2-a.llong)/2);
INSERT INTO HR88_COORD_RECT_FULL (NO, LLAT, LLONG, LLAT1, LLAT2, LLONG1, LLONG2, FLAG )
VALUES (a.no, a.llat, a.llong, lllat1, lllat2, lllong1, lllong2, a.flag );
end loop;
commit;
end;

For layers visualization now we have grid points in one table (hr88_coord) and calculated rectangles
defined with two points (northwest and southeast) in another table (hr88_coord_rect_full). In both tables,
each point/quad is indexed with no column with the same value for point/square in the same position.
Model results are stored in two tables: header table and data table. Header table contains the time, offset
and header id, and date table contains header id, no column (reference to the grid) and model results
values.

Fig. 2. Model tables content example. Source: query result by authors.

Fig. 3. Quadratic areas in Mercator projection. Source: web page by authors.
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Layers and controls
There is two type of layers available: scalar layers (Air temperature and pressure) and vector layer
(wind speed and direction). Both types of layers can be switched on and off. Vector layer can be combined
with one of the scalar layers.
For vector layer, each vector is positioned in one grid point (centered). For scalar layer calculating
square area for each grid point was necessary. The calculation was performed in the database, and results
are saved in the additional table.
Beside layer controls on the web page for model, visualization is also time controls. Time can be set
with two groups of controls: controls for absolute time consist of day picker and time and offset drop
down lists, and controls for relative time shift -3hrs and +3 hrs.
Interactivity
With a click on the scalar layer on the map, user can get the exact value for this cell, positioned at the
center of the cell. For vector layer, positioning mouse pointer over some vector will display exact speed
and direction for that point.

Fig. 4. Full domain air pressure layer with selected point. Source: web page created by author

When both scalar and vector layers are visible values are shown only for vector layers because this
layer is on the top of scalar layer, and on click event is caught only by this layer. To see values for a scalar
layer, user has to turn off vector layer.
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Fig. 5. Both scalar and vector layers with selected vector point. Source: web page created by author

Loading speed and animations
One of the features of the web page is relatively short loading time and the possibility to animate all
scenes. For the subdomain of 6080 points (13 % of the full domain) that covers the whole Adriatic Sea,
initial loading time is approx. 3 seconds. Most of the time is spent onto initial drawing and coloring
quadrats at the client side. Data is loaded as JSON file and for each scene (one JSON file) took about 500ms
(0.5 seconds) to load. The load test is performed with 5MB/s ADSL connection.

Fig. 6. Loading list and time (waterfall view) for scene animation
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Animation of the scenes is also implemented on the web page. Animation means that all 25 (forecast
for next 72 hours in 3 hours steps) scenes are loaded one after another. When the last scene is loaded,
animation automatically stops. There is no special pause build in code between scenes. In mentioned test
environment, there is approximately one-second delay between scenes. Total time needed for loading
page, and perform animation for scalar field is about 30 seconds. For vector fields, load speed can be
a little bit longer due to the loading of arrows images. Precise load times and loading list are shown in
Fig. 6.
Conclusion
For the better understanding of environment, various measuring systems and models with output as
gridded fields of values are developed. For using such kinds of information, and better understanding
what they showing good visualization is needed. At this moment there are two types of visualizations used
for presenting model results on the Internet: generated static images and generated a georeferenced
image used as an overlay with a zoom-able map. This paper describes the third type of solution:
dynamically created scenes at client side using JavaScript. The first approach with static images is oldest
and that is not web GIS. The static picture is not interactive or zoom-able. Also there is no possibility to
combine it with some other layer. Generated georeferenced image can be combined with some other
layers, and map can be zoom-able (level of maximum zoom depends on image resolution). Also, the
georeferenced image is not interactive. The third approach that we used in our case is the proper layer
that can be combined with other layers, the map is interactive (user can get value for each point by
clicking on the map). Animations, in that case are easy to achieve, with no need for preprocessing data.
The drawback is that scalar layer in the case of bigger zoom looks “pixelated”. That problem can be solved
with additional usage of some contouring process, but that is the task for future improvement.
Operational implementation of model visualization described in this paper can be found at address:
http://faust.izor.hr/autodatapub/hr88_karta?jezik=eng.
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